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The ruthenium IV trihydride complex Cp*RuH3(Ppy3) (1) accommodating thep-accepting tris(pyrollyl)phos-
phine ligand has been synthesized by standard methods. This complex exhibits average exchange couplingsJ
of the coherent dihydrogen exchange and average rate constantsk of the incoherent dihydrogen exchange
which are significantly larger than the corresponding triphenylphosphine and tricyclohexylphosphine analogs.
No kinetic HH/HD isotope effects on the incoherent exchange are observed within the margin of error. Using
a simple kinetic model involving incoherent vibrational excitation it is shown that in principle both the coher-
ent and the incoherent processes should be related. However, whereas the energy of activation ofk corre-
sponds to the barrier of rotation, the energy of activation of the coherent dihydrogen exchangeJ is much
smaller i.e. determined by states well below the barrier. Nevertheless, it is found that chemical modification
which reduces the energy of activation ofJ also reduces the energy of activation ofk which demonstrates the

relation between both kinds of processes.

1. Introduction

The chemistry of transition metal hydride and dihydro-
gen complexes has considerably developed during the
past few years which resulted in the discovery of novel
features of these compounds [1]. The main result is prob-
ably the demonstration of the importance of electronic
factors for the existence and bonding modes of dihydro-
gen ligands [1d–f]. Thus, dihydrogen can be stretched,
unstretched or electrophilic (even superacidic in specific
cases) according to the degree of back-donation from the
metal. This has consequences on both the reactivity and
the spectroscopic properties of coordinated dihydrogen.
The barrier of rotation of coordinated dihydrogen is for
example very sensitive to the back-bonding from the me-
tal to dihydrogen [2, 3]. Similarly, some transition metal
polyhydrides display very large H-H couplingsJ in their
NMR spectra due to a pairwise coherent quantum me-
chanical exchange [4]. In addition, they also exhibit inco-
herent exchange processes characterized by a rate con-
stant k leading to 1H NMR line broadening and coales-
cence [5]. In several papers it has been postulated that the
two phenomena are related to each other [6]; moreover,
the J and k appear to be “twins”; if they are of the order
of Hz to KHz they influence the1H NMR spectra, and if
they are of the order GHz to THz they appear in the In-
elastic Neutron Scattering (INS) spectra [6c]. In addition,
the exchange of a pair of deuterons may lead to similar
lineshape features in solid state2H NMR spectra [6d].
Thus, information on the relation betweenJ and k are
highly desirable. At present, it is common understanding
that the phenomena are indirectly related to the barrier of
exchange between the hydrides which in turn depends on
the electronic properties of the metal [7].

In order to modify the electron density on transition
metal polyhydride or dihydrogen complexes, different ap-
proaches were undertaken, namely modification of the li-
gand sphere [4c, 4 f], addition of Lewis acidic coinage ca-
tions [4d, 4 j] or formation of dihydrogen bonds [7]. For
polyhydrides displaying exchange couplings, this increase
in electrophilicity of the metal resulted in a strong in-
crease of the magnitude of exchange couplings.

A problem with this appraoch is however that it is very
difficult to modify the electronic properties of a complex
without modifying the geometry of its coordination envi-
ronment. The reverse is also true and this has for example
been made clear recently by synthesising ruthenium dihy-
drogen complexes accommodating large bite angle dipho-
sphines [8]. These complexes adopt a cis-geometry for
the hydride and dihydrogen ligands and are both electro-
philic and unstable. This differs from the similar com-
plexes prepared by Morris which adopt a trans configura-
tion and are stable [9].

However, Molloy recently reported the synthesis of a
new series of phosphines containing pyrrollyl substituents
(PPh(3-x)Pyx, x=1–3) [10]. Within this series, only little
modification of the steric properties of the phosphines
were observed but a strong electronic modification as
deduced from several spectroscopic studies carried out on
molybdenum and rhodium complexes [10, 11]. This led
us to investigate the electronic influence of this ligand on
the spectroscopic properties of polyhydride complexes.
For this purpose, we considered the ruthenium trihydride
(1) depicted in Fig. 1 which contains the Cp*Ru moiety,
where Cp*=C5(CH3)5, pentamethylcyclopentadienyl. We
note that Cp*RuH3(PR3) with R=cyclohexyl (Cy) (2)
was the first complex reported to exhibit quantum
mechanical exchange couplings [4a]. For2, we have re-
cently studied [6c] the coherent and incoherent hydrogen
exchange using dynamic NMR spectroscopy. No observa-
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ble effectsof isotopicsubstitution on the various ratecon-
stantsof Fig. 1 could be observed. For comparison, we
wantedto know how the changeof the ligand affects all
parameters of the hydrogen exchange processes.This
paper is organized as follows. First we describethe syn-
thesisof 1 and of its deuterated analogs,and characterize
then the molecule by x-ray analysisand dynamic NMR
spectroscopy. Finally, the results arediscussed.

2. Experimental

2.1 General

All manipulations were carriedout with standardhigh
vacuum or dry argon atmospheretechniques. 1H, 13C and
31P NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AC 200,
AM 250, AMX 400 or AMX 500 spectrometers.The
NMR chemical shifts are reported in ppm, relative to
Me4Si for 1H and 13C, relative to 85% H3PO4 for 31P.

[Cp*RuCl2]2 [12] and Ppy3 [10] wereprepared according
to known methods.

For the low-temperatureNMR experimentsa liquified
CDF2Cl/CDF3 mixture (2:1) was used, synthesized as
described previously [13]. This solvent is fluid down to
90 K. The sealed NMR sampleswere preparedon a
vacuum line using well-described technique [13]. The
NMR spectrawere transferred to a personal computer
wherethe lineshape analyseswereperformedusinghome-
madeprogramsin a similar way as described previously
[4 j, 6c], basedon the quantum-mechanicaldensitymatrix
formalism of Binsch[14].

2.2 Syntheses

2.2.1 Preparation of Cp*RuCl2P(pyrrolyl)3

To a suspensionof [Cp*RuCl2]n (600 mg, 1.95 mmol)
in 20 ml of ethanol was added tri-N-pyrrolylphosphine
(474 mg, 1.95 mmol). After 30 min of reaction the
precipitate was filtered, washed twice with 5 ml of
ethanol and dried in vacuo.Yield 91%. Anal. Calcd. for
C22H27Cl2N3PRu: C, 49.25; H, 5.08; N, 7.83. Found:
C, 48.90;H, 4.84;N, 7.61.

2.2.2 Synthesisof Cp*RuH3P(pyrrolyl)3 (1)

To a suspension of Cp*RuCl2P(pyrrolyl)3 (229 mg,
0.4mmol) in 10 ml of ethanol at 08C was added NaBH4

(107 mg, 3.0 mmol). The cooling bath was removed and
the reaction mixture was stirred for 4 h at ambient tem-
perature. After evaporation of solvent the brown residue
wasextracted with 20 ml of diethyl ether. To the extract 5
ml of ethanolwere added and then evaporated just until
precipitation starts. After cooling over night, the white
crystals of Cp*RuH3P(pyrrolyl)3 were isolatedby filtra-
tion. Yield 82%. Anal. Calcd. for C22H30N3PRu: C,
56.39; H, 6.47; N, 8.97. Found: C, 56.42; H, 6.53;
N, 8.94. IR: n(RuH) 1978 cm–1. NMR (C6D6) d: (1H)–
9.29 (d, JHP=21.7 Hz, RuH), 1.73 (d, JHP=1.9 Hz, Cp*),
6.22 (m or pseudo-triplet, 6H), 6.75 (m or overlapping
doublet of pseudo triplets, 6H). (31P{1H}) 129.1 s.
(13C{1H}) 49.4 (s, C5(CH3)5), 108.3 (s, C5), 117.5 (d,
JCH=6.1 Hz, pyrrolyl), 125,6 (d, JCH=6.9 Hz, pyrrolyl).

2.2.3 Deuteration of Cp*RuH3P(pyrrolyl)3 (1)

To a suspension of Cp*RuCl2P(pyrrolyl)3 (500 mg,
0.93mmol) in 15 ml of ethanol at 08C wasadded NaBD4

(273.17mg, 6.52 mmol). The cooling bath was removed
and the reactionmixture was stirred for 4 h at ambient
temperature.After evaporation of solvent the brown resi-
due was extracted with 30 ml of diethyl ether. To the
extract 5 ml of ethanol were added and then evaporated
until a white crystalline precipitate was obtained. It was
filtered, washedwith ethanol and dried in vacuo. Yield.
80%.
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Fig. 1
Chemical formulas and exchangeprocessesin Cp*RuH3R3 and its
partially deuteratedisotopologs.Jij representsthe frequencyof of the
coherentexchange(exchangecoupling)of two protonsin sitesi and
j. kij

LL, whereL=H,D representsthe rate constantof the incoherent
exchangeof the particlesbetweensitesi andj



2.3 X-Ray Structure Determinations

The data was collected on a Stoe Imaging Plate Dif-
fraction System(I.P.D.S.) equippedwith an Oxford Cryo-
systems cooler device. The crystal-to-detector distance
was 80 mm, crystal decaywas monitored by measuring
200 reflectionsby image.The final until cell parameters
wereobtained by least-squaresrefinementof 5000 reflec-
tions, any consequent fluctuations of the intensity were
observed over the courseof the data collection.

The structure was solved by direct methods (SIR92)
[15] and refined by least-squaresprocedures.Hydrogen
atoms attached to carbonswere located on a difference
Fourier maps,but they were introduced in calculation in
idealized positions d(C-H)=0.96 Å, their atomic coordi-
nates were recalculatedafter each cycle of refinement,
they were given isotropic thermalparameters 20% higher
than thoseof the C atoms to which they were attached.
The hydrogen atomsH, H' and H'' attached to Ru were
isotropically refined. All non-hydrogens atom were an-
isotropically refined.

Least-squaresrefinementswerecarried out by minimiz-
ing the function

P
w�jFoj ÿ jFcj�2, whereF0 and Fc are

the observed andcalculatedstructure factors.A weighting
schemewas used in the last refinement cycles, where
weights are calculated following the expression
w � w0 �1ÿ fD �F�=6 r�F0�g2�2;w0 � 1=

ÿP3
r�1ArTr�X�

�
;

X �Fc=Fcmax [16]. The model reached a good conver-
gence with the functions: R �P�kF0j ÿ jFck�=

P
jF0j;Rw � �

P
w�kF0j ÿ jFck�2=

P
w�jF0j�2�1=2, having

valueslisted in Table2.

Further details of the Data Collection and Refinement
Parameters are given in Tables1 and 2. All calculations
wereperformedwith the aid of the soft CRYSTALS [17]
runningon a personal computer. The drawing of the mol-
eculewas realizedwith CAMERON [18] and the atomic
scattering factors for the neutral atomswere taken from
International Tablesfor X-Ray Crystallography[19].

A supporting information concerning the X-Ray struc-
ture are available on requestfrom the Director of the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center, 12, Union
Road, GB-CambridgeCB21EZ, on quoting the full jour-
nal citation.

3. Results

3.1 Characterization of C22H30N3PRu (1)

The reaction of [Cp*RuCl2]2 [12] with one equivalent
of tri-n-pyrrolylphosphine(Ppy3) producesthe ruthenium
III complex Cp*RuCl2(Ppy3) similar to other complexes
of similar formulation but involving different phosphines
[20]. Reduction by NaBH4 in ethanol affords after appro-
priate treatment the trihydride Cp*RuH3(Ppy3) (1) as a
white crystalline material. 1 shows two Ru-H stretching
frequencies at 2009 and 1978 cm–1 in infrared and a hy-
dride signal as a doublet at –9.29 ppm (JPH=21.7 Hz) at
room temperature.

An X-ray crystal structureanalysis was carried out at
180 K in order to evaluatethe effect of the ligand on the
structure of this polyhydride. The results are shown in
Fig. 2 andTables1 and2.

3.2 Dynamic 1H NMR Spectroscopy

In orderto detectpossiblequantum mechanicalexchange
couplingsasin the relatedcomplexes[20b, 21] we carried
out a low-temperature1H NMR study of 1 andof partially
deuterated 1 in freons between 300 K and 130K. The
superposedexperimentaland calculatedsignalsof the hy-
dride region areshown in Fig. 3. At room temperaturewe
observe a single doublet for all hydrogen nuclei, where
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Table1
Crystaldataanddatacollectionfor the compound:C22H30N3PRu(1)

Crystaldata

ChemicalFormula C22H30N3PRu
Fw 468.55
Crystalsystem Monoclinic
Spacegroup I 2/a
a/(Å) 22.214(2)
b/(Å) 8.4392(8)
c/Å) 23.944(3)
a/(8) 90
b/(8) 100.81(1)
c/(8) 90
Cell volume(Å3) 4409
Z; D (g·cm–3) 8; 1.41
l (cm–1) 7.79
F000 1925.5
Crystalcolor yellow pale
Crystalsize(mm) 0.57·0.13·0.07
Crystalform thin plate
Radiationtype MoKa

Datacollectionmethod phi rotation
Temperature/(K) 180
Reflectionscollected 13870
Reflectionsmerged 3272
Rav 0.086
hmax (8) 24.2

Table2
Refinementparametersfor the compound:C22H30N3PRu(1)

Refinement

Refinementon Fo

R 0.034
Rw 0.041
Abs.corr none
Weightingscheme Chebyshev
Coeff.Ar 1.66;0.155;1.21
Goodnessof fit a) 1.05
No of reflectionsused 2911
Observationcriterion [I>1.0r (I)]
No parametersrefined 257

a)
P
w �jFo ÿ Fcj�2=�Nobs ÿNparams��1=2



the doubletsplitting arisesfrom a scalarcoupling with the
nearby31P nucleusasconfirmed by 1H NMR experiments
in the presenceof 31P broadbanddecoupling. As the tem-
perature is decreased,we observe a broadeningof the hy-
dride signal near190 K andthe appearanceat 180 K of a
high-order signal splitting pattern involving a surprising
small number of lines which reduceto a trio in the pres-
enceof 31P decoupling. The distancebetween the outer
linesincreasesasthetemperatureis furtherdecreased.Sim-
ilar spectra havebeenobserved for Cp*RuH3(PPh3) [21]
andaredueto the presenceof an AB2X spin system with
very large coupling constantbetweenspins A and B, la-
beledhereasJ12 accordingto Fig. 1.

In order to detectpossibleeffectsof deuterationon the
parameters of the exchange we studied additionally a
sampledeuteratedto about 35% in the hydride sites by
1H NMR. As depicted in Fig. 4, the sampleexhibits not
only signalsfor 1 but also for 1-d and 1-d2. In the slow
exchange two signals are identified for 1-d2, a doublet
arising from 1-hdd anda singlet from 1-dhd, whereas1-d
contributes an ABX patternfor 1-hhd and a doublet for
1-hdh. The actualassignmentwas assistedby 31P broad-
banddecoupling.

Thecalculatedspectraof Figs.3 and4 dependon thefol-
lowing parameters.As thebothouterhydridesitesaremag-
netically equivalent theline shapein the1H NMR spectrum
dependson thechemical shifts m1 andm2 of the two hydro-
gensites, theexchangecouplingsJ12 betweentheinnerand
outerhydrogennuclei, the scalarcoupling constants of the

hydrogen nuclei with the nearby31P nucleus J1P and J2P,
and the rateconstantk12

HH and in the caseof 1-d and 1-d2

on k12
HD of the incoherent dihydrogenexchangeasdefined

in Fig. 1. The parameters of a possibledirect exchange
between the hydrogensites1 and3 cannot be determined
becauseof their magneticequivalence.

Theresultsof thelineshapeanalysesareassembledTable
3. The dependence of the parameters of the coherentand
incoherent exchangeon temperaturecanbe expressed as

pJ12 � 105:7 exp �ÿ5:1 kJ molÿ1=RT�Hz;

140 K � T � 180 K for 1ÿh;

J12 � 3000 Hz at 180 K �1�
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Fig. 2
Molecular structureof Cp*RuH3(Ppy3) (1) at 180 K; selectedbond
lengths(Å) and angles(8): Ru-H: 1.57(4); Ru-H': 1.60(4); Ru-H'':
1.55(2);Ru-P: 2.1798(8);Ru-Cl: 2.232(3);Ru-C2: 2.273(3);Ru-C3:
2.295(3); Ru-C4: 2.273(3); Ru-C5: 2.235(3); H'-Ru-H: 62(2);
H-Ru-H'': 63(2); H'-Ru-H'': 121(3); H-Ru-P: 91(2); H'-Ru-P: 82(2);
H''-Ru-P:78(2)

Fig. 3
Superimposedtemperaturedependentexperimentaland calculated
500 MHz 1H NMR hydridesignalsof Cp*RuH3(Ppy3) (1) dissolved
in CDClF2-CDF3 (2:1)



pJ12 � 105:7 exp �ÿ5:1 kJ molÿ1=RT�Hz;

140 K � T � 180 K for 1ÿ d �2�

and

kHH
12 � kHD

12 � 1011:2 exp �ÿ34:3 kJ molÿ1=RT�Hz;

180 K � T � 210 K for 1; 1ÿd; and

1ÿd2; k
HH
12 � 20 sÿ1 at 180 K �3�

We note that the activationparameters of Eqs. (1) to (3)
might be subjectto changes the parameters could be ob-
tainedin a larger temperaturerange.

4. Discussion

In this paper, the synthesis,structuralcharacterization
and the hydrogendynamicsof a novel trihydride (1) con-
taining the Ru-Cp* moiety andthe tris(pyrollyl)phosphine
ligand havebeendescribed.In this sectionwe discussthe
molecular propertiesof 1 in comparison with the analogs
2 and3 containing the ligands P(Cy)3 andP(Ph)3 (Fig. 1).

The x-ray crystalstructureof 1 (Fig. 2) shows that the
complex adoptsa classicalpiano-stool configuration, al-
most identical to the structure of 3 [20a]. The Ru-C dis-
tances(2.23–2.29 Å) and the Ru-H distances (1.57(4),
1.60(4) and 1.55(2) Å) are identical to those of
Cp*RuH3(PPh3) asarethe H-Ru-H angles.Only the Ru-P
distance is slightly shorter (2.1798(8) Å compared to
2.252(1) Å). This result demonstratesthe absence of sig-
nificant structuralchangeinducedby the better p-accept-
ing properties of the phosphine ligands. A comparison
with the structureof 2 was not possible as the latter has
not yet beendescribed.

The parametersof the coherent and incoherentdihydro-
gen exchange, i.e. the exchange couplings J12 and rate
constants k12

HH and k12
HD of 1 weredeterminedat low tem-

peratures. The corresponding Arrhenius diagrams are de-
picted in Fig. 5. Within the margin or error, no kinetic
isotope effects could be observed.A similar result was
obtained recently also for 2 of which data are included in
Fig. 5. To our knowledge, 1 exhibits so far the largest
exchangecouplings determinedup to date for thesekind
of complexes by 1H NMR, i.e. J12=3000 Hz at 180 K.
For comparison, the corresponding valuesfor 3 and 2 are
290Hz [21] and <20 Hz, respectively. This result is in
agreement with the better p-accepting properties of the
tris pyrollyl phosphine ligand which reducesthe elec-
tronic densityon the metal.

We note that the proton chemical shifts change after
deuteration indicating a different geometry of the partially
deuterated complex.The effectsare very large for substi-
tution in the central hydrogen site (Table3). As shown in
Fig. 5, the effectsof introducing onedeuteroninto sites1
or 3 increases J12 substantially, hereto about20 to 40%.
A similar effect wasobserved previously for 2 [21] and3
[6c]. As rate constants of the incoherent exchangehave
not yet beenreportedfor 3, we have included in Fig. 5
only the results for 1 and 2. Firstly, no kinetic HH/HD
isotope effect could be observedwithin the margin of
error for both molecules.However, we observethat in the
caseof 1 not only J12 but also the k12

HH valuesare much
larger as compared to 2. This indicatesthat both quanti-
ties arerelated indirectly to the sameenergy barrierof the
dihydrogen exchangealthough the energies of activation
characterizing J12 and k12

HH are very different.As the dif-
ferent ligands do not substantially change the molecular
structure of the molecular groundstatethey must havea
large influence on the electronic structureof the transition
stateof the exchange.

In orderto interpret the experimental findings we firstly
will discussa simple physical modelof both the coherent
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Fig. 4
Superimposedtemperaturedependentexperimentaland calculated
500MHz 1H NMR hydride signals of 35% deuterated
Cp*RuH3(Ppy3) (1-d) dissolvedin CDClF2-CDF3 (2:1)



and the incoherent processesdescribed in previous work
[22, 6c]. In Fig. 6 aredepicted the potentialenergies,en-
ergies and wave functions of various rotational statesfor
a non-rigid dihydrogen rotor. The barrier of rotation de-
creases(Fig. 6a to c) when the distancebetweenthe hy-
drogen atoms is decreased by increasing their distanceto
the metal. The energy levels come out as pairs split by
the frequency Jn. The stateswhich aresymmetric with re-
spectto a 1808 rotation are linked via the Pauli exclusion
principle to the antisymmetric spin states, also called the
p-H2 state, whereas the antisymmetric statesare linked to
the symmetric splin stateso-H2. The exchangecouplings
in NMR correspond to tunnel splittings averaged by fast
vibrational relaxation over many rovibrational states. It
hasbeenargued [22] that “vertical” excitation, e.g.within
the configuration of Fig. 6a leadsto a decreaseof J with
increasing temperature, as depicted schematically in
Fig. 6d, whereas “horizontal” excitation in the rovibra-
tional groundstate to dihydrogen configurations as indi-

catedin Fig. 6b and 6c should lead to an increase with
temperature as depictedin Figs.6e and 6f. Only an in-
crease is compatible with the experimental findings.
When comparing for example 1 and 2, it follows that the
rotational barriersaresmaller in the first caseas the J are
larger.

In the szenario of Fig. 6 the incoherent exchangeis not
yet included.A detaileddescription of both processes was
proposed recently by Szymanski [6a] and Meyer et al.
[6b]. Inspiredby this work, we haverecently proposed a
simplified model (6c) illustrated in Fig. 7. We consider
two hydridesboundto a transition metal in two inequiva-
lent sites.We assumethat it is possible to label the hy-
drides asHa andHb – for examplein a magnetic field by
differentspins – leading to two quasi-degeneratewell-dis-
tinguishable groundstatesA and A' which differ only in
the hydrogenarrangement. The energy differenceis small,
i.e. of the orderof kHz corresponding to typical chemical
shift differencesin NMR, but larger than the exchange
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Table3
Parametersof the 500 MHz 1H NMR lineshapeanalysisof a sampleof Cp*RuH3(Ppy3) (1) dissolvedin CDClF2-CDF3 (2:1)

T/K d1/ppm
1-hhh

d2/ppm
1-hhh

J12/Hz
1-hhh

k12
HH/s–1

1-hhh
J1P/Hz
1-hhh

J2P/Hz
1-hhh

140 –9.568 –9.948 950 &0 31 &0
150 –9.558 –9.912 1500 &0 31 &0
160 –9.548 –9.880 1800 &0 31 &0
170 –9.540 –9.848 2500 &0 31 &0
180 –9.532 –9.822 3000 15 32 &0
190 –9.526 –9.794 3800a) 65 32 &0
200 –9.520 –9.770 4200a) 150 31 &0
210 –9.514 –9.754 5300a) 430 32 &0

a) Extrapolatedfrom lower temperaturesaccordingto Eq. (1). Themargins of errorof thevariousparameterswerenot determined,but areesti-
matedto be of the orderof 10% to 20% for J12 and k12

HH which includesthat temperaturecalibrationerror. In the temperaturerangebetween
180 K and210 K the naturalline widthsweredeterminedfrom the innersignalcomponentswhich areunaffectedby the incoherentexchange.

Table4
Parametersof the 500 MHz 1H NMR lineshapeanalysisof a sampleof partially deuteratedCp*RuH3(Ppy3) (1-d) dissolvedin CDClF2-CDF3

(2:1)

T/K d1-Hz d2/Hz Dd1/ Dd2/ Dd1/ Dd1/ Dd2/ J12/Hz J12/Hz k12
HH/s–1 k12

HD/s–1 J1P/Hz J1P/Hz J1P/Hz J1P/Hz
1-hhh 1-hhh ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 1-hhh 1-hhd 1-hhh 1 1/hhh 1/hhh 1-hdh 1-hhh

1-hhd 1-hhd 1-hdh 1-ddh 1-dhd 1-hhd 1-hhd

140 –9.566 –9.940 &0b) –0.038 –0.012 –0.018 –0.084 1100 1400 &0 &0 31 31 31 31
150 –9.560 –9.916 &0b) –0.038 –0.014 –0.018 –0.096 1500 1600 &0 &0 31 29 31 31
160 –9.552 –9.884 &0b) –0.036 –0.012 –0.018 –0.096 2000 2300 2 2 31 29 31 31
170 –9.546 –9.856 &0b) –0.038 –0.012 –0.018 –0.094 2800 3200 8 8 31 29 31 31
180 –9.538 –9.826 &0b) –0.036 –0.008 –0.012 –0.094 3400 4000 30 26 31 30 31 31
190 –9.532 –9.800 &0b) –0.040 –0.010 –0.016 –0.096 4200a) 4900a) 110 110 31 30 31 31
200 –9.528 –9.776 &0b) –0.036 –0.008 –0.014 –0.092 5000a) 5800a) 300 300 31 30 31 31
210 –9.526 –9.746 &0b) –0.038 –0.010 –0.012 –0.100 6000a) 6800a) 790 790 31 30 31 31

Ddi =di(D)–di(H).
a) Extrapolatedfrom lower temperaturesaccordingto Eq. (1).
b) In contrastto the AB2X spin systemof 1-hhh, the chemicalshifts d1 andd2 could not be determinedby lineshapeanalysiswithout assump-
tions in the caseof the ABX-type spin systemof 1-hhd becauseof the large value of J12. Therefore,we assumedthat d1 is not affectedby
partial deuterationin the distantsite 3. With this assumptionall other parameterscould be obtainedby simulationwithout assumptions.The
margins of error of the variousparameterswere not determined,but are estimatedto be of the order of 10 to 20% for J12 and k12

HH which
includesthe temperaturecalibrationerror.



coupling JA, assumed to be very small. Via an incoherent
processcharacterized by rate constants kAB and kBA we
let the system reach an excited state B which is now
strongly coupled to B', where the energy splitting corre-
spondsto the frequency of the coherentexchangei.e. the
exchangecoupling JB. After excitation,B and B' will in-
terconvert periodically with JB until desactivation occurs
to A or A'. This will leadto a decayof the oscillation be-
tweenB andB'.

A simple kinetic treatmentwhere the steady stateap-
proximation hasbeenappliedto the excited state– which
implies that this stateis present only in a very small con-
centration – leadsto the following expressionsfor the in-
terconversion betweenA and A' via the excitedstates B
andB' [6c], i.e.

pJ � pJB kAB kBA

k2
BA � 4p2 J2

B

�4�

and

k � 2p2 J2
B kAB

k2
BA � 4p2 J2

B

; �5�

where

kAB � kBA pB=pA � kBA pB ; pB � exp �ÿEB=RT� �6�
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Fig. 5
Arrhenius diagram of the coherentand incoherentdihydrogenex-
changein 1 (this study)and2 (adaptedfrom Ref. [7c])

Fig. 6
Potentialenergiesandnuclearwavefunctions(schematically)of a hindereddihydrogenquantumrotor in a transitionmetalhydrideaccording
to Ref. [5] asa function of the H...H distance.The statesoccur in pairsconsistingof a nuclearsingletand a nucleartriplet stateSn andTn,
with the energy differenceor tunnel splitting Jn. The spatialpartsof Sn and of Tn are symmetricor antisymmetricwith respectto a 1808
rotation.For a dihydrideconfiguration(a) the barrier is large but decreasein stretched(b) and a non-stretcheddihydrogenconfigurations(c).
In the samesequencethe groundstaterotationalsplitting J0 increases.Note that the numberof statepairs n is arbitraryand may be larger
thanindicated.(d) to (f) Averageexchangecouplingsasa functionof temperature



k represents the average rate constantfor the incoherent
interconversionbetweenA andA' via the excited statesB
and B' and J the average frequency of the coherentor
periodic interconversion. pB is the Boltzman factor of the
excited states exhibiting the averageenergy EB. Both J
and k are measuredby NMR and INS [6c] and included
in Fig. 5. WhereasJB is temperatureindependent, and
kBA only slightly temperaturedependent, kAB is strongly
dependenton temperaturebecauseof the Boltzmann fac-
tor. Thus, the temperaturedependence of both k and J is
given to a good approximation by EB. Moreover, a plot
of log k and log pJ vs. 1/T should show an Arrhenius-
type behavior. In Fig. 7b we plot k andJ asa function of
the ratio 2pJB/kBA. In the coherent exchange regime
where(2pJB/kBA)2�1, it follows that

k � �2pJB�2 pB=kBA � pJ � pBJB ; �7�

Now, A and A' interconvert periodically via the states B
and B'. In the incoherent exchangeregime where (2pJB/
kBA)2�1 we obtain

k � kAB=2 � pB kBA=2� pJ � kAB k
2
BA=4pJB : �8�

Now, during the lifetime of the excitedstate B and B' in-
terconvert periodically very often until the system reacts
either to A or to A' with equal probabilities, and the con-
tribution of the excitedstateto J becomesvery small.

Finally, we note that in practicea large numberof ex-
cited states B with different energiesEB hasto be consid-
eredwhich leadsin principle to a non-Arrheniusbehavior

of both J and k. However, in practicedatahaveto be ac-
cumulated in a very large temperature rangein order to
detectsucha non-Arrhenius behavior. Therefore, themod-
el of Fig. 7 shouldbe a goodapproximation whena rela-
tively small temperaturerangeis considered.

A look at the Arrheniusdiagram shows, however, that
the energy of activation which determinesthe temperature
dependenceof k is much larger than the energy determin-
ing the temperature dependenceof J. Within the simple
modelof Fig. 7, the pre-exponentialfactor of about 1011.2

s–1 for the incoherent process(Eq. (3)) may be identified
with half of kAB, the rate of desactivation to the ground
state. This meansthat 1011.5�pJB, which must thenbe of
the orderof 1013 s–1, i.e. of the order of a vibrational fre-
quency. As a consequence, the state which determinesthe
temperaturedependenceof k must be locatedclose to the
top of the barrier of the dihydrogen rotation, and may,
therefore, be alsocalled the “transition state” of the inco-
herentexchange. The transition statecannotcontribute to
J any longer. Therefore, the levels responsible for the
temperaturedependenceof pJ must be locatedwell below
the top of the barrierasthey mustexhibit tunnelsplittings
which are much smaller than 1011 s–1. This condition is
fulfil led for the typical valuesof 106 Hz as indicatedby
the pre-exponential factors of Eqs. (1) and (2). Thus, it
becomes clear that at low temperaturek�pJ but that at
highertemperaturesk�pJ.

The observation that there is no kinetic HH/HD isotope
effect on the incoherent exchangeis, at first sight unex-
pected.A large effect should have beenobserved if the
states which govern the temperaturedependenceof k are
locatedbelow the barrier, as the interconversionbetween
B andB' shouldbe muchslower in the caseof a HD-pair
as compared to the HH-pair becauseof the larger tunnel-
ing mass.Moreover, the HD exchange betweenB and B'
will not be coherent but an incoherentrate process.For
the reaction over the barrier one would normally also ex-
pect an HH/HD isotope effect on the incoherent ex-
change,arising from differencesin zero-point energiesbe-
tweenthe excited “transition” stateand the ground state,
for a dihydrogen configuration as transition state.If this
mechanism is true, the finding that no isotopeeffect can
be observedwithin the margin of the experimental error
indicates some compensation of zero-point energies be-
tweenthe groundstateand the transition state. This could
happenasthe HH-bond is strengthened asthe M-H bonds
areweakened.

Conclusions

We describe in this article the synthesisof a new trihy-
dride complex containing the pentamethylcyclopentadie-
nyl ligand (Cp*) and its deuterated analogs. The original-
ity of this compounds is to containa new electron with-
drawing phosphine ligand, tris(pyrollyl)phosphine (Ppy3)
which displays steric properties very similar to triphenyl-
phosphine. This allows a direct comparison of the spec-
troscopic properties and of the reactivity of both seriesof
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Fig. 7
Averageexchangecoupling constantpJ and rate constantk in units
accordingto Eqs. (4) and (5) of the exchangebetweenA and A' via
an incoherentactivation to B and a coherentor periodic exchange
betweenB and B' accordingto Fig. 2a, as a function of 2pJB/kBA.
For furtherexplanationseetext



compounds. No significant structural differences were
found betweenCp*RuH3(Ppy3) (1) and Cp*RuH3(PPh3)
(3) and, in particular, both compoundsareformally ruthe-
nium IV trihydrides. However, we found that 1 displays
exchangecouplings and rate constantsof the incoherent
exchange which are significantly larger than for
Cp*RuH3(PCy3) (2) andfor 3. This indicatesthe presence
of a lower barrier for the classical exchangeof hydrogen
in the caseof 1 which is consistent with the presenceof a
reduced electron densityon 1 compared to 3. The kinetic
results are rationalized in terms of a simple model where
an incoherentexcitation to an excited state exhibiting a
large exchangecouplingmay eithercontribute to the aver-
ageexchangecoupling or to the averagerateconstantsof
the incoherent exchange, dependingon the lifetime of the
stateas compared to its exchangecoupling. In principle,
this mechanism shouldlead to an observable kinetic HH/
HD isotopeeffect on the incoherent exchange at low tem-
peratures. Apparently, even in the caseof 1 which exhi-
bits the largest known exchange couplings observed by
NMR this regimecould not yet beenreached.
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